
Afternoon ET Update
Thursday, October 11, 2001 -1300

General Threat

* General threat to U. S. interests worldwide remains high with a strong possibility of
retaliatory actions by terrorists in the United States; no credible threats to specific nuclear.
facilities

* Classified threat update

NRC Security Level

* Remains at Level 3, HQ and Regions continuously staffed.

Threat Advisory

* We are in the process of issuing advisories for nonpower reactors, ISFSIs and Cat 3
facilities and conversion facilities. Comments from SIOC were incorporated.

FBI Watch List

* FBI Watch List 46 & 47 received and issued.

* Additional specific name,\ lreceived from FBI 10/10 and sent to
regions (1445).

Other Items of Interest

* Mike Weber will meet today at 1300 with DOD (Chip Chase) to discuss additional
security measures at nuclear power plants.

* Pierre Dube the Security Manager of the of the Canadian Nuclear Safety agency
requested a visit with NRC staff to discuss security matters of mutual interest.

* FBI management reported that the FBI supports NRC's proposed look back.
review to access reported and unreported incidents at nuclear facilities over the
past several years to determine if a pattern exists or existed which would indicate
future or current targets of interest.

* CDR Paul Thrasher of the North American Crisis Action Team returned our call
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concerning our external website. Yesterday we were requested to shutdown our
external website. CDR Thrasher provided some background on what was of
concern to them and provided a contact (Larry Hale 202-707-5608) from the
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Crisis Action Team has agreed that we can reactivate our external website
provided we follow some general guidelines concerning information we provide
and provided we coordinate with Mr. Hale.

Notable Events (10/10)

* Edward Systems Technology received a package from Nuclear Radiatior._
Development Corporation of Grand Island, NY. The package contained L

Public Health service was also contacted. Radiation Safety Officer
wasas ed to contact Center for Disease Control.
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